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Mark F. Berry's Dinosaur Filmography is wittily and entertainingly written and based on thorough knowledge of both real
dinosaurs and the special effects used to recreate them. Berry has pulled together information from many little-known
fan magazines, but he does not rely on recycling old material.

The film was released by Walt Disney Pictures on May 19 , and is the 39th film and the first
computer-animated film in the Disney Animated Canon. A number of backgrounds were found in Canaima
National Park in Venezuela; various tepuis and Angel Falls also appear in the film. Contents [ show ] Plot The
film revolves around the life of an Iguanodon named Aladar who is taken from his nest as an egg and after a
long and precarious flight via a Pteranodon , his egg lands on Lemur Island where he is adopted by a family of
lemurs; consisting of Plio , her father, Yar , and her brother, Zini. Years on, Plio has had a daughter named
Suri and the family takes part in mating season which Zini fails to accomplish and goes without a mate.
Moments after the mating season ends, a huge asteroid destroys the island and leaves only Aladar and his
closest family members confirmed to be alive. The family move on and after being pursued by a pack of
Velociraptors , come across a herd of various dinosaurs, led by another Iguanodon named Kron and his
lieutenant Bruton. Aladar and the lemurs accompany the herd across a desert to reach a nearby breeding
ground the herd has visited before. However, they are being followed by the Velociraptors and later by a pair
of Carnotaurus , referred to as "Carnotaurs" in the film. The herd stops at a lake that appears to be dried up,
but the water is revealed to be underground, by Aladar hearing it underneath because he had been trying to get
Baylene and Eema across. Later that day, Carnotaurs begin stalking the herd, sending the herd into a panicked
flurry. Aladar, the lemurs, Eema, Baylene, Url and Bruton are all left behind and regroup in a series of caves.
The Carnotaurs attack them, but Bruton sacrifices himself to allow the others to flee, burying one of the
Carnotaurs in the process. The group flee to the back of the caverns, then smash down a wall to reveal a path
straight into the breeding ground. Eema spots that the usual entrance has been blocked off, prompting Aladar
to find Kron and the rest of the herd. Kron, Neera and the herd are on the other side of the blocked off
entrance, Kron ordering that the herd climb impossibly over the wall. Aladar arrives and suggests the route
through the caves due to a sheer drop on the other side that would kill the herd, which Kron objects to and
accuses Aladar of stealing his role as leader. The two fight for dominance until Neera steps in and defends
Aladar, deciding to go with him and the herd through his route. The surviving Carnotaur appears, causing the
herd to go into a panic. Aladar convinces the herd that the only way they can survive is by standing together.
They fend off the Carnotaur and get past it, but the Carnotaur then notices Kron, who had refused to follow
Aladar, and decided he would climb the wall to get to the nesting grounds. The Carnotaur begins to chase
Kron down. Neera notices this, and rushes to try to aid her brother, soon followed by Aladar. In the fight that
ensues, Kron is fatally wounded by the Carnotaur. Aladar forces the Carnotaur onto a cliff edge that collapses,
sending it plummeting to its death. Neera comes to Kron but it is too late. The herd reaches the breeding
ground, led by Aladar. Aladar and Neera have children as well as the rest of the herd, and the lemurs find
more of their kind. He serves as the main protagonist of the film. Ossie Davis as Yar , a lemur patriarch whose
occasional gruff demeanor is just a front covering his more compassionate interior. He is the father of Plio and
Zini and the grandfather of Suri. Wright as Kron , an Iguanodon leading a herd of dinosaur survivors who is
characterized by a strict adherence to social Darwinist theory. Apart from the Carnotaurs, Kron is the
secondary antagonist of the film. He is betrayed and left for dead by Kron, and ultimately gives his life to kill
one of the Carnotaurs to save Aladar, the lemurs, and the weak dinosaurs. Joan Plowright as Baylene , an
elderly and dainty Brachiosaurus technically a Giraffatitan due to her identification as B. Throughout the film,
Velociraptors and Carnotaurus make appearances, but are not given voices. Later on, a group of Velociraptors
chase Aladar down and later stalk the herd until they are scared away by a pair of Carnotaurs, who
consistently stalk the herd in their search for food. The first Carnotaur was killed by Bruton, who sacrificed
himself to save Aladar and the others during a cave-in. The second and last one was killed during a fight with
Aladar on a top of a cliff, where it starts to break under its weight, causing it to fall to its death. The crew went
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all around the world, in order to "record dramatic nature backgrounds" for the film, which were then "blended
with the computer-animated dinosaurs". The concept for the film was originally conceived by Paul Verhoeven
and Phil Tippett in and was pitched as a stop-motion animated film with the title Dinosaurs. Paul Verhoeven
and Phil Tippett pitched the idea to Disney , only to have the idea for the film shelved away with the onset of
the Disney Renaissance until the mids. The film was originally supposed to have no dialogue at all, in part to
differentiate the film from The Land Before Time with which Dinosaur shares plot similarities. Michael Eisner
insisted that the film have dialogue in order to make it more "commercially viable". A similar change was also
made early in the production of The Land Before Time, which was originally intended to feature only the
voice of a narrator. George Scribner was the original director of the film. Scribner spent two years on it and
left to join Walt Disney Imagineering. But fundamentally, the story was pretty much the same after he left.
Though Eric Leighton, one of the directors, spoke about his team "want[ing] to learn as much about dinosaurs
as possible", he also admitted that they would "cheat like hell" because they were not creating a documentary.
A Disney press kit revealed that the film "intentionally veers from scientific fact in certain aspects". In reality,
the film cheated in multiple ways in regard to: The Secret Lab department closed in Vision Crew Unlimited
provided the live-action special visual effects.
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Dinosaur is a American CGI animated adventure film produced by Walt Disney Feature Animation and The Secret Lab
and released by Walt Disney calendrierdelascience.com is the 39th Disney animated feature film and Disney's The
Secret Lab computer animated feature, though it is not officially labeled, along with Winnie the Pooh (), as one of the
animated classics in Europe, where The Wild () is.

After a short introductory sequence and the subsequent opening credits the show starts with the mating of
Edmontosaurus identified as hadrosaurs and called "duck-billed dinosaurs" in the documentary. The female
soon lays a clutch of eggs that are eaten by a Struthiomimus , except for one. When the Struthiomimus eats the
last egg it stole, it is then hunted and killed by a pair of Deinonychus. The remaining Edmontosaurus egg
hatches and grows into a juvenile. While it is out grazing with its parents, it wanders off and is almost killed
by a Tyrannosaurus , but the father hears its cries and comes to the rescue. While the mother looks after the
juvenile, the father faces the theropod and knocks it over with his strong, 2,pound tail. Once down, the
Tyrannosaurus could not get up easily, so the herbivore is given a chance to escape. Next, a herd of
Brontosaurus are busy eating from trees this genus is called Brontosaurus in the documentary although at that
time the scientific consensus considered it to be synonymous with Apatosaurus. They use their long necks to
reach the branches. Next, a herd of Monoclonius is seen grazing. One member wanders off into the forest in
search of flowers. Night falls and it tries to find the herd. It soon stumbles upon the remains of a killed
Edmontosaurus and becomes wary. The Tyrannosaurus then ambushes it and bites hard on its back. The
Monoclonius breaks free and stabs the Tyrannosaurus in the shin, which only angers the predator. The
Monoclonius becomes cornered and is killed. That night, all seems calm. Suddenly, a huge meteorite crashes
into Earth and kills the dinosaurs. After that, a small mouse-like mammal live-acted by an opossum is seen
climbing out of a hole in the ground, among the bones of a dead Edmontosaurus, signaling the start of
mammals ruling the Earth. Inconsistencies[ edit ] Out of the six genera of dinosaurs shown in the special
effects sequences, only Brontosaurus is included in a separated sequence, thus not being assumed as a
contemporary dinosaur of the five other genera shown in the program. The latter are Edmontosaurus ,
Struthiomimus , Deinonychus , Tyrannosaurus and Monoclonius , all of them sharing the same time and
geographical area in the documentary. But this is true only for Edmontosaurus, Struthiomimus, and
Tyrannosaurus. Indeed, these three genera lived during the Late Cretaceous and their remains have been found
in geological layers from the Hell Creek Formation. As a consequence, they were contemporary genera with
no doubt. On the contrary, Deinonychus fossils have been found only in the Early Cretaceous rocks and
Monoclonius, whether or not is a synonym of Centrosaurus , belongs to the Late Cretaceous, like
Edmontosaurus, Struthiomimus, and Tyrannosaurus, but has been found in older layers and was not one of
their contemporary either. Origins of the project[ edit ] Before becoming a full length television documentary,
Dinosaur! Amand who made the inner articulated metallic skeletons of the dinosaurs , [4] the sequence was
titled Prehistoric Beast and tried to improve go motion animation special effects techniques. The story of the
short was simple: Adding all this new material to the material from Prehistoric Beast resulted in the Dinosaur!
The go motion animation technique was first used by Tippett in the Star Wars original trilogy of films , , ,
especially in the second installment, The Empire Strikes Back , animating the tauntauns and the AT-ATs seen
in the film. In , when his work with the original Star Wars trilogy was finished, Tippett went on to improve his
animation technique by means of Prehistoric Beast and Dinosaur! His experimental work on those two
documentary films about dinosaurs helped with the animatics and CGI animated dinosaur sequences he made
later for Jurassic Park Shooting, airings and VHS releases[ edit ] Dinosaur! Christopher Reeve was a "Dino
fan" and demonstrated his enthusiasm for the shooting by flying with his own airplane to the American
Museum of Natural History in New York and requesting himself the re-shooting of several scenes. Amand
who made the inner articulated metallic skeletons of the dinosaurs. One of those excerpts was a scene from
King Kong , in which a character pronounces the words "prehistoric beast", which is the title chosen by Phil
Tippett for his experimental short. Legacy[ edit ] Some footage of Dinosaur! It was used in again the and
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Windows remake of the game. They appeared in the PC-video game called Microsoft Dinosaurs.
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Chapter 3 : Dinosaur! - Wikipedia
With blockbusters like Jurassic Park, it's easy to see that filmmakers and audiences alike are interested in seeing
dinosaurs on screen. This comprehensive filmography, arranged alphabetically by title, contains entries that include
basic facts (year of release, country of origin, studio, and running time) followed by a plot summary, commentary (the
author's review of the film), a section on.

The ability to mass produce literature making it affordable to the emerging mid- dle and lower classes,
whether in the form of books or periodicals, launched a new era never before seen. The evolutionary torch that
he carried was the heaviest and brightest he would ever carry. For example, the details of his extended illness,
of course, are probed by Browne. Exploring his dilemma as "if it were a nat- ural history problem" page ,
Darwin also became reliant on his maladies to avoid public situations and personal hardships [the death of
long time friend and mentor Charles Lyell - for one]. Or, the lesser known indirect pressure by Alfred Russel
Wallace - on Darwin with respect to the issue of our own species in the arena of natural selection. In terms of
putting Darwin, the person, in a place in time amongst his environment, his culture almost like a natural
history object himself , no other book comes close. And it is impossible to recommend The Power of Place
without including Voyaging. Together, they are comprehensive and enjoyable. After picking apart the details
of his life for so many years, much like a scientific experiment, histo- rians have the ability, the need for the
construction of a broader image. The Power of Place is a powerful image indeed. Journal of the History of
Biology, 20 Charles Darwin, Voyaging [review]. The Canadian Field-Naturalist, The culture surrounding
palaeontology, specifically, "dinosaurology", has been growing steadily. Prior to the movie, dinosaurs, no
doubt, played a role in our public imagery of the past but not on the same scale initiated with this highly
graphic and "sci- entifically sound" movie. This is a slightly sarcastic comment on my part; though filled with
the latest per- ceptions of dinosaurs as real creatures and the techni- cal procedures required to resurrect them,
the movie was also scientifically flawed often for the sake of visu- al preferences; see R. The expected
audience for The Dinosaur Filmo- graphy is small. For those interested in virtually any movie that a dinosaur
appeared in, this volume is for you. In alphabetical listing, each movie title is followed by factual information
including main credits and cast. This is then followed by a brief synopsis of the plot, followed by commentary.
The final section reviews the required special effects with some insider knowledge, more useful to the movie
fan than the dinosaur fan. Despite those details it is hard to see the interest in this vol- ume except for the
collector of dinosaur trinkets or the sci-fi film buff. Information specifically on dinosaurs, their comparative
visual history matched to scientific perceptions, or the basis of their develop- ment, is minimal. Something
with a little more scientific merit is Paleoimagery. Here the evolution of dinosaurs as they appeared on the
printed page or museum gallery or in three dimensional model , is hacked at. This book deals strictly with
popular imagery, neglecting the ar- tistic skill required for more precise requirements by scientific
illustrations. The structure of Paleoimagery, however, is puzzling and slightly disrupting. The often short
chapters, some only three pages long, leap from an individual artist, then a few short pages later, to a taxon
specific chapter like Acanthopolis, a now defunct name for a mid- Cretaceous ankylosaur from England. This
animal is a good example of the faults of restoration based on fragmentary remains. The type specimen,
originally described by Thomas Huxley in , is based on a few vertebral fragments. How does one then come
up with a fleshed-out, three dimensional model? The book would have been better served by being a little
more linear in its approach, either in chronology of the printed matter, the changing genre of the art, or by
artists themselves, who, like Charles Knight, had a major impact on other artists as well as shaping the popular
views of fossils in several major museum galleries. The shifting between all these approaches, coupled by the
brevity of some of the chapters, is rather frustrating. Despite the fact that Paleoimagery lacks colour illustrations rather surprising for an art-focused book , the premise is rather valuable. One of the main mandates of
science is not only to communicate to the scientif- ic community at large, but also to communicate to a
broader, more public audience. The images presented in still or moving pictures, is a real gauge as to how
science is publicly perceived. A Journal Women Travelers: Both of these books are primarily blank, unnum-
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bered pages left for the traveler to make notes. The books are illustrated with historical museum images and
quotations from historical persons in the field. The Naturalists illustrations and quotes come from natural
history and the women travelers from historical women. My wife found the images and quotes quite interesting and plans to use the journal for a diary of future trips. She recommends it as a great gift for the woman
traveler "who has everything". I found the book use- ful as a journal, but was not greatly impressed by the
nature illustrations. The same book without illustra- tions could be bought at the local stationery store for
much cheaper. The 13 x 21 cm format is too big for most pockets, but would fit in a backpack. I would have
liked page numbers and perhaps a spot for date and location.
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Chapter 4 : Dilophosaurus | Jurassic Park wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
The dinosaur filmography. [Mark F Berry] -- From classics like King Kong, to beloved Bmovies like The Beast from 20,
Fathoms, to blockbusters like Jurassic Park, it's easy to see that filmmakers and audiences alike love to see dinosaurs
on.

Plot[ edit ] A Carnotaurus ambushes and pursues an infant Parasaurolophus , triggering a stampede and
forcing an Iguanodon mother to abandon her nest. The Carnotaurus kills a Pachyrhinosaurus and most of the
eggs in the nest are destroyed. The one surviving egg journeys through several predicaments, including being
carried off via the flight of a Pteranodon , before ending up on a far away island populated by lemurs. Years
later, Aladar and the lemurs take part in a mating ritual, where Zini does not have a mate. Moments after the
ritual ends, a giant meteor strikes and destroys the island, killing the rest of the lemurs. Aladar, Plio, Zini, Yar
and Suri jump into the sea, and flee to the mainland. They mourn for their losses before moving on. While
crossing the deserted wastelands, they are ambushed by a group of Velociraptors. After escaping, the family
comes across a remaining group of dinosaurs led by Kron and Bruton, who are on a journey to reach the
"Nesting Grounds", a valley said to be untouched by the meteor. Together, they migrate across the desert to a
lake they have relied on for past trips. It has seemingly dried up and Kron orders the herd to move on.
However, Aladar and Baylene discover the buried water under the surface, in order to save the herd from
dehydration. They later ambush Bruton and an Iguanodon scout whom Kron sent ahead. While the
Carnotaurus kill the scout, the injured Bruton manages to return to the herd and warns Kron that the
Carnotaurus are following the herd, putting them in danger. Kron takes the lead and evacuates the area,
leaving Aladar, the lemurs, the elder dinosaurs and Bruton behind. During a rainstorm, the stragglers take
shelter in a cave to spend the night. When the Carnotaurus enter the cave, Bruton sacrifices himself by causing
a cave-in to save the others, killing himself and one of the Carnotaurus. Aladar and his friends venture deeper
into the cave. The other Carnotaurus survives the cave-in, leaves the cave and resumes searching for the herd.
Aladar loses hope when they reach a dead end but the others convince him to keep going, relating how he
inspired them to do the same. Together, they break through the dead end and find the Nesting Grounds on the
other side. While exploring there, they find a large wall of rocks blocking the original entryway to the valley.
Knowing that the herd will die attempting to climb over it, Aladar rushes off alone to find them, and he is
pursued by the Carnotaurus. As Aladar catches up with the herd and suggests the safer way to the valley, but
Kron refuses to listen. The herd decides to abandon Kron, taking Aladar as their new leader. As they prepare
to leave, the Carnotaurus arrives and confronts them. Aladar rallies the herd to stand together, and they bellow
their way past the predator. The Carnotaurus then pursues Kron to the edge of a cliff and injures him, but
Aladar and Neera fight against the Carnotaurus, until it is knocked into the ravine, where it falls to its death.
Kron dies from his injuries, and Neera and Aladar mourn for him. Aladar leads the herd to the cave as a route
to the Nesting Grounds. The lemurs find more of their kind, and soon they begin embarking on a new life
together. Voice cast[ edit ] D. Sweeney as Aladar, a brave, determined and compassionate Iguanodon who is
adopted into a family of lemurs, and helps the herd of dinosaurs migrate and survive. He is the adoptive son of
Plio, the adoptive nephew of Zini, the adoptive grandson of Yar, and the adoptive brother of Suri. Alfre
Woodard as Plio, a lemur matriarch who cares for her family. She is the daughter of Yar, the older sister of
Zini, the mother of Suri, and the adoptive mother of Aladar. Ossie Davis as Yar, a lemur patriarch whose
occasional gruff demeanor is just a front covering his more compassionate interior. He is the father of Plio and
Zini, the grandfather of Suri and the adoptive grandfather of Aladar. He is the adoptive uncle of Aladar, the
uncle of Suri, the younger brother of Plio and the son of Yar. Evan Sabara as Young Zini. Wright as Kron, a
merciless and short-tempered Iguanodon , characterized by a strict adherence to social Darwinism. He serves
as the leader of the dinosaur herd survivors, but Aladar replaces him. After Kron abandons Bruton, he is
rescued by Aladar. Joan Plowright [4] as Baylene, an elderly, dainty and kindhearted Giraffatitan , who is the
last of her species. Della Reese as Eema, a wizened, elderly and slow-moving Styracosaurus. The crew went
all around the world, in order to "record dramatic nature backgrounds" for the film, which were then "blended
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with the computer-animated dinosaurs". The film was originally going to be much darker and violent in tone,
in a style akin to a nature documentary. After Woot defeats Grozni in a final fight, the film would end with the
Cretaceous-Paleogene extinction event , which would ultimately result in the deaths of the main dinosaur
characters. Paul Verhoeven and Phil Tippett pitched the idea to Disney , only to have the idea for the film
shelved away with the onset of the Disney Renaissance until the mids. Verhoeven and Tippett were removed
from the project with Ralph Zondag and Eric Leighton assuming the roles of directors. The new script had an
Iguanodon named Noah as the protagonist with a lemur companion named Adam, and a group of Carnotaurus
as well as a rival Iguanodon named Cain playing the antagonists. The story dealt with Noah, who had the
ability to see visions of the future, foreseeing the coming of an asteroid and struggling to guide a herd of other
dinosaurs to safety. Further into production, Noah, Cain and Adam were renamed Aladar, Kron and Zini, and
certain aspects of the story were altered further into what was later seen in the final product. Eisner insisted
that the film have dialogue in order to make it more "commercially viable". A similar change was also made
early in the production of The Land Before Time, which was originally intended to feature only the voice of a
narrator. According to HomeGround, a Kate Bush fanzine, it was scrapped when Disney asked Bush to rewrite
the song and Bush refused; however, according to Disney, the song was cut from the film when preview
audiences did not respond well to the track. George Scribner was the original director of the film, he spent two
years on it and left to join Walt Disney Imagineering. But fundamentally, the story was pretty much the same
after he left. Though Eric Leighton, one of the directors, spoke about his team "want[ing] to learn as much
about dinosaurs as possible", he also admitted that they would "cheat like hell" because they were not creating
a documentary. A Disney press kit revealed that the film "intentionally veers from scientific fact in certain
aspects". Vision Crew Unlimited provided the live-action special visual effects.
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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

It is the first installment of the Jurassic Park franchise. It is based on the novel of the Jurassic Park is a
American science fiction adventure directed by Steven Spielberg. It is the second installment in the Jurassic
Park franchise. The film was produced by It is the fourth installment in the Jurassic Park film series. It is the
third installment in the Jurassic Park franchise and a sequel to the film The Lost World: The plot of the film
revolves around the Dawn of the Dinosaurs is a American 3-D computer animated comedy adventure film, and
the third installment in the Ice Age series. It was produced by Blue Sky Studios and Journey to the Center of
the Earth was directed by Henry A reimagining of the popular Japanese film monster of the same name, the
film focuses on a Cooper and Ernest B. The screenplay was written by Michael Moorcock. It stars James
Franciscus and, in their final film appearances, Richard The Meltdown is a American computer-animated
comedy adventure film. It is a sequel to the computer-animated film Ice Age. It was produced by Blue Sky
Studios for 20th Century It is based on the fictional world of Dinotopia, a utopia in which sentient dinosaurs
and The movie was produced by First National Pictures, a large Hollywood Millennium is a Japanese science
fiction kaiju film directed by Takao Okawara and written by Hiroshi Kashiwabara and Wataru Mimura. It was
the twenty-third film released in
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This is a list of films that feature non-avian dinosaurs (that is, not featuring Cenozoic birds) and other prehistoric (mainly
Mesozoic) archosaurs, pterosaurs and prehistoric (mainly Mesozoic) marine reptiles (such as mososaurs and
plesiosaurs.

Continental Drift Ice Age: It is the first Ice Age movie to be released in digital 3D and is by far the most
popular movie in the Ice Age franchise so far. Despite receiving mixed reviews from critics, the film was
warmly-received by the general public. It is the third highest-grossing film of behind Avatar and Harry Potter
and the Half-Blood Prince , the highest-grossing animated film of , the 53rd highest-grossing film of all time,
the 12th highest-grossing animated film of all time and the fifth highest-grossing non-Disney animated film of
all time behind Minions, Despicable Me 3, Despicable Me 2 and Shrek 2. Contents [ show ] Synopsis After
the events of Ice Age: The Meltdown , life begins to change for Manny and his friends: Scrat is still on the
hunt to hold onto his beloved acorn , while finding a possible romance in a female saber-toothed squirrel
named Scratte. Manny and his new wife Ellie are expecting a baby, which leaves Manny anxious to ensure
that everything is perfect for when his baby arrives. Diego is fed up with being treated like a house-cat and
ponders the notion that he is becoming too laid-back. He eventually leaves the herd. Sid begins to wish for a
family of his own, and so steals some dinosaur eggs which leads to Sid ending up in an underground world
where dinosaurs roam free, and where his herd must rescue him, while dodging dinosaurs and facing danger
left and right, and meeting up with a weasel known as Buck who hunts dinosaurs intently and has a mammal
chauvinism. He is shown bringing a shell full of water to Ellie believing that she is giving birth, although this
is just a false alarm. At the same time, Diego finds himself unable to catch an antelope he has been stalking.
The antelope starts to taunt him. Believing that he is losing his predatory Sid with dinosaur eggs as a tiger, he
decides to leave the herd after a talk with Manny. Manny tells him to put them back, but Sid instead looks
after the eggs, which hatch into baby Tyrannosaurus the next morning. The mother dinosaur soon returns and
carries both Sid and her youth underground, with Diego in pursuit. Manny, Ellie, Crash , and Eddie follow as
well and discover that the icy cavern leads to a vast jungle populated by dinosaurs thought to be extinct. Ellie
gets a Brachiosaurus to lean down at the ledge and they slide down the dinosaurs neck. On the ground, they
are saved from a further crowd of angry dinosaurs including Kentrosaurus, Brachiosaurus, Iguanodon, and
Pachycephalosaurus by a one-eyed, slightly crazed weasel named Buckminster, or Buck. Buck appears to help
the herd. Soon Manny and Diego are captured by a carnivorous plant, but thanks to Buck, they are freed. In
the meantime, Sid and the mother try to outdo each other in feeding the offspring; Sid loses this contest, but is
soon welcomed into the family regardless. Suddenly, Momma hears a loud roar off in the distance and nudges
her kids to go forward. This makes Sid wonder "What on Earth could be bigger than Momma? That night,
while the herd was resting Manny had a bad dream of Ellie all alone in a jungle and being killed by Rudy.
After he wakes up, Ellie was still sleeping; however, she woke up, too, and Manny explains to her about his
nightmare. Because Ellie was in the nightmare, she explains the most dangerous place in the world is bigger
than her and Manny. Buck says that Manny risked his own life and his unborn baby. That makes Manny a
friend and a hero. Sid is relieved that he escaped Rudy, but then realizes that the lava leads to a fall. Manny
doubles back to protect her and Diego fends off further attacks, while Buck takes Crash and Eddie ahead to
rescue Sid. Just as the sloth goes over the falls, the trio swoops in on a commandeered Roger and saves his life
after being chased by some Quetzalcoatlus. Manny reaches Ellie just as their baby is born, a girl they decide to
name Peaches the codeword they had chosen for Ellie to use if she went into labor during the trip. Sid is
saddened at the fact that he never had a chance to say goodbye to "his" children as he is reunited with the herd.
Buck helps the others ensnare him briefly, but he escapes and resumes his onslaught. The herd is saved by the
timely arrival of Momma, who charges at Rudy and knocks him off a cliff. Epilogue As she and her children
wish Sid well, Buck â€” now without a purpose in life since Rudy is gone â€” decides to join the herd and live
on the surface. However, a distant roar tells him that Rudy is still alive; he changes his mind and sends the
herd home, he destroys the path to the underground jungle at the same time so that no one can go down there.
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Diego decides to remain with the herd. Buck remains underground, foreshadowing his appearance in Collision
Course.
Chapter 7 : The Dinosaur Filmography - Mark F. Berry - Google Books
The dinosaurs look quite real and the scenery is nothing short of breathtaking. It's a film that contains all the right
elements for a family masterpiece. Perhaps, my only wish is that it was a bit longer, but it is what it is and I am more
than happy with it.

Chapter 8 : Dinosaurs (TV Series â€“) - IMDb
The film was a box-office success and was lauded for its magnificent CGI effects, although some critics were not fond of
the celebrity voices for the dinosaur characters provided by D.B. Sweeney, Alfre Woodard, and Hayden Panettiere.

Chapter 9 : Best Dinosaur Movies | List of Top Films with Dinosaurs
Incredibly overweight, even for a dinosaur, Earl Sinclair is married to Fran and tries/fails to support year-old valley girl
Charlene, year-old Robbie (whose crest eventually turns into a mohawk and gets dyed purple), widowed, cranky
Grandma Ethel, and terrible-twos Baby, the true master of the house.
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